
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 7

Esses.FormabAsANN iarwhRwhreope
/ an equal to a cylinder [a] Or some WeAN.

Note that if (vi]? [we] => W, EW2.So, Thus, a decreasing seg. (But ofballs
is Bu =[un] where We <Wax

Suppose diam (Ba)-0, s0 WnWn+c.
Then UWa is an infinite word, i.e.
=XGAIN of xtdBac

IR is (metric) complete.
Proof. We will use thatIis order-complete, i.e.

every set A=1Rbold above has a supreman
123 every set AIR bod below has an infinism).

Add
Aclosed ball in Itis just a closed interval.
let (In) be a decreasing sequence of closed



bed intervals (and we don't even need thatdia (In) ->8].
letIn =Lan,ba], then (ar) is increasing of bold by bo

a (ba) is focusing a bold by as. Then

letai-supban) of bi= intlba).
alaabib, so

the intervalOfCa,b] = A Can,bi].

Cr. The
sequence Xute=5(xnx + Xn) has a limit, xoxx,

HW Find it.

Proof. Contractive => Candy> conregest.

Obs. Asubsed ofa complete antic space (X,d)
is closed <=> it's complete with resp.Gsd.

Proof. E. Any Causly
a limit sleepchoisininE. For any
Mus, (ya) is Cancly hence has a limit yz Y.

But limits are unique in metric spaces, so

x =y-Y.

Metric-conglation. Let(x,d) be a matric space. A completion of



X is a coglete metric space (X, 1) sit.
x embeds isometrically into X al the image is

dense. Identifying X with its image, we may
assume WLOG (Without Loss ofGeneralis) Sht
X=Xaf d(x = d.

Uniquenen (uple isometric isomorphism). If (,d) a (x, d)
are conflations of X then I bijective isometry
1.

f:xzX fixing Xpointwise, i.e. Axidx.
V
X

Proof. Beuse Xis cease in both o X, its closure
x #

in i is X re in X is X. Odief:X-X as

X follows:for each xX coose a seg. (in)=xconverging
to s. Dn (xu) is Candly in hence also causty
in Xbeef is an isoustry of identify on X.

&

Is the completenessofX,(xhasa linity test,

HW (Prove thatf is well-defined,i.e. doesn't depend on
the voice of (x).

(b) Prove It & isubjective isometry,



Existence (of completion). Set(x,d) be a metric space. Let

Cancly (x) = XIN be the set of Canoly sequences in X.
Define for two (xu), (yn) C Canchy (x),

D((Xn), (3a) = =himd(xn, yu).

HW Prove t (d(yn, ya) is a Candy sequence in IP, hence
the limit exists.

This D is a pscodo-metric, so we take X:= Lanch (x)/nw
as

yeta
matric

space (X,d). For (xu):Candy (x),
let [xa] decote its e-equivalence clan.
We eabed Xinto Xby

x t(x, y, x, ... ].
This is clearly an isometry.
We show let the constant sequence from X are desse

and 950

in X:lt (x23-XNthen bone (n) isCanch, in
s.f.diam (9x0,ynx, Xuxy,...)) JS hence

d(x2,x,X, ...), [X0,X,X,..., X2,X-+y...])<5.
It remains to show hatI is complete.

Note: Every Canely seg. (Xa) is equivalentto any
ofits

subsequence (Xns), i.e. [Xr] =[XnaJ. (By Candy-uan.)



To prove completenes, let (**) : X ba i-Lanch
sequence,where xx= [x*]. Moving to subsequences if needed,

HW

51.xi x(x(x)x]... we may assume WLOG Rt

K x2 :xix3x5XX
2

fk=
-...

13:x;x= X, x", X5.?E(i)Vn-kd(xi",xi)=
M 3Y : x?X* x,"x" x] ... (ii) Amd(x, x*+m) > E

: let X = =[X*].
Claim:(xr") is Candy, 10 xCX,
Proof. Indeed, d(x, xit):d(x, xYsm) -> d(x, Xa)

! <E30K

Claim. X*- X.

Proof. E(50,x) = 0((X), (xi)) =himd(x*, x)<t
-> Iask - 5.

X


